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Daniel Canogar - Liquid technology and color - interview
by Mit Borras
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Mit Borrás: What do you think is the relationship that art and technology are living right now?
Daniel Canogar:The truth is that I have always believed that there is a very close relationship between art and technology. I don’t think we are at a very different point than there was 500 years ago
to give an example. In the Renaissance there was a very close relationship between the scientific
gaze and the artistic gaze, in fact there was almost no distinction between one and the other. It is also
true that we are now facing a very strong paradigm shift, which makes some artists worried about
reflecting our time and paying special attention to technology. As is often the case in the art market,
they are receiving this late, but hey, I very much detect the interest of the spectators in the topics that
arise in technological art, even by a general public.
Mit Borrás: What is digital memory?
Daniel Canogar: It’s amnesia. It is the abandonment of our biological capabilities by delivering them
to systems that exceed our storage capacity. Amnesia also for the dematerialization of the media that
we have used to store information. From Gutenberg to DvD we have always had physical files, but
now they have become digital memories that are constantly fluctuating, that are unstable, intangible.
They are liquid memories and that is a change, it is a different way of remembering.
Mit Borrás: Do you think the effects of Anthropocene are causing us amnesia? Are we forgetting
what we have done and the consequences of what we are going to do?
Daniel Canogar: Yes, I think so. I can say it in a very direct way from my own experience. I think I
have a reasonably good memory especially for visual aspects, but the bombardment of information to
which I submit, that I voluntarily accept, social networks, makes me notice that my memory fails me
and I think it is not a matter of age, if not that this maelstrom leads us to that amnesia that makes us
repeat past mistakes. Hence, for me, history is becoming one of the most fascinating topics, finding in
the past the keys to the great dilemmas of the moment.
Mit Borrás: What is the objective of involving and ‘engaging’, in your own words, the viewer with your
new pieces?
Daniel Canogar: I am very interested in this notion of active space. I am interested in the viewer

moving and having a more physical relationship with what he is contemplating. We tend to think that
our learning is fundamentally optical but I am very interested in this notion of learning and physical
knowledge of our environment. That is why I make three-dimensional sculptural screens, screens that
invite the viewer to lift the ass of the sofa and start seeing the work from different angles. I think that
the haptic knowledge of space and time, of the environment, is fundamental to navigate in these so
synthetic and technological spaces.
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Mit Borrás: That’s why Site Specific is so important in your work.
Daniel Canogar: Yes, I love the Site Specific. I love that these proposals sometimes seemingly impossible as “buf what am I going to do here”. Each space has its challenges, you have to feel them
and I think I have learned to listen to these spaces. Each one has its eccentricities, a column, a fire
door, now I have those problems in a project in Barcelona and those are the projects that help me
overcome myself. I like to use those eccentricities as part of the piece.
Mit Borrás: Yes good as the curly Tendril screens in Tampa, twisted in the ceiling beams. Technical
parts that are mounted in unconventional places.
Daniel Canogar: Indeed, I did that for an airport. With that work my first impulse was to cover those
beams because they distracted visually and suddenly I realized that I had to incorporate it into the
work of art. When I can incorporate it is when it goes well.
Mit Borrás: Ideal locations.
Daniel Canogar: Well, you know what I love are abandoned industrial spaces. Some projects that I
do like this are not permanent, but I love dilapidated industrial spaces because I am just interested in
that invasion of the new technological wave, which is built on the ashes of what it is leaving behind.
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Mit Borrás: Tell me about your Cannula piece.
Daniel Canogar:It is a work that I have presented in several contexts, right now there is a pop up
related to Grimbergen, very good beer by the way, but Cannula really is a piece that has had a lot of
echo here in the studio, it has been an important work, my first data work. It’s YouTube, it’s an archive, it’s a pretty horny work because it allows the public to put a search in the work of art, any term
that comes to mind and the work goes to YouTube and downloads a hundred videos of that theme
and exposes them in a kind of liquid abstraction. It is a work in reference to Zygmunt Bauman and
its Liquid Modernity, its software modernity. It is closely related to this paradigm shift of memory, the
encyclopedia and YouTube; that monster of constantly expanding content that grows at an enormous
speed.
Mit Borrás: I’m glad you mentioned Bauman because I think this connection is evident. When the
philosopher speaks that things are no longer fixed or secure, that everything is unstable and changing, flexible and precarious, you can perceive the relationships it has with the supports you use and
the way you formalize your pieces using folded screens, images digital, liquid, melted and constantly changing, as in Ripple 2016, Ooze 2017, Draft, 2017, Pulse 2018, Amalgama, 2019, or Aqueous
2019.
Daniel Canogar:Yes, totally. In fact it is curious how these things happen because I have not known
Bauman until recently but it has always seemed to me that what I do is very associated with the digital
and the liquid. Many of the first digital 3Ds he did represented water, were an exercise in digital virtuosity and water was very common. It is the representation of constant flow, that nothing remains and
good when I read Liquid Modernity I fully recognized myself. Liquid is that great metaphor of today.
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Mit Borrás: The author Ronald Wright talks about the relationship we have established in linguistic
terms between two elements: the idea of progress and technology. Both have become indissoluble at
this time in the face of social, medical, health or cultural progress. What do you think of progress?
Daniel Canogar: I have a very critical view indeed. Technological progress if not accompanied by
social, democratic and political progress becomes fascism and this has happened in the past and
is somehow happening again. In some way I am detecting that the power held by many of the great
technology of the moment; Google, Facebook or Apple is creating an extraordinarily undemocratic
climate and I think it is very harmful.
Mit Borrás: Relationship with Spain and New York.
Daniel Canogar: With Spain it is a strange relationship; I am very grateful to the work, the career
and the support I have received. Artists tend to give birth to Spain but I am not going to do it because
I feel lucky because I have been able to develop my work, but I am in a phase of my life in which I
have very little relationship with the cultural pulse of Madrid. I should remedy it because one needs
stimuli. With New York my relationship has changed a lot, it has been a relationship that I have loved,
it is a city that I know very well, where I have worked, but now I have the most eye on the west coast.
The climate and the cultural landscape is much friendlier and less competitive specifically as far as
Los Angeles is concerned.
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Mit Borrás: At this moment you have the individual Small Data - LAB exhibition in the Museum of the
University of Navarra.
Daniel Canogar: Well Small Data - Lab is a series that has to do with resistance, the awkward, the
old and the abandoned. It is a collection with a series of objects of electronic consumption that have
been part of my life or objects that I have found in dumps and have reminded me of objects that I
have had. Pre-smartphone mobiles, scanners, VHS players, objects that I present as archaeological
items, abandoned by the acceleration and rhyme of programmed obsolescence. They are small still
lifes with objects to which I have an enormous affection.
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